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In complex pluralist and multicultural societies, successful social in- 
tegration depends increasingly on law's predictability and on its jus- 
tice. With the ever greater functional differentiation typical of 
contemporary societies, however, these two requirements seem more 
and more incompatible. On the one hand, law's predictability depends 
on the systematic reduction of complexity to stabilize expectations.3 
On the other hand, justice becomes more complex. Regulation 
through law becomes more encompassing, calling for more finely tuned 
calibrations between relevant equalities and inequalities. Legal norms 
also become more contested as normatively integrated, prevailing com- 
munal conceptions of religion, morals, and law give way to a disparate 
plurality of antagonistic v i ~ i o n s . ~  Competition among conflicting vi- 
sions of justice and conceptions of the good, moreover, sets up an an- 
tinomy between process and substance. Indeed, in the face of 
disagreement over substantive justice and the common good, process- 
oriented decisionmaking becomes eminently desirable. But as deeply 
rooted concerns over the "tyranny of the m a j ~ r i t y " ~  and the difficulties 
of achieving procedural justice independently of substantive justice ev- 
i d e n ~ e , ~  exclusively relying on process and procedure is unlikely to 
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lead to justice or legitimacy. Hence, there is a need for substantive 
antimajoritarian rights that rest on contestable normative foundations 
and the apparently insoluble conflict between democracy and rights 
which is so familiar to American constit~tionalists.~ 

There have been several creative attempts to deal with the antino- 
mies between law's predictability and its justice and between democ- 
racy and righks But none of these attempts matches in either breadth 
of scope or ambition of the discourse theory of law that Jiirgen 
Habermas develops in Between Facts and N o n s .  Habermas elabo- 
rates both a sociological theory of law and a philosophical theory of 
justice. These combine into a powerful framework in which to forge 
promising new paths toward the reconciliation of law and justice, and 
of rights and democracy. Habermas's book is a monumental achieve- 
ment at once reminiscent, by virtue of its systematic and comprehen- 
sive nature, of Max Weber's sociology of lawq and of Hegel's 
philosophy of law.lo Moreover, through his reconstructive approach 
that places law at  the center of a web that links morals, law, and 
politics, Habermas substantially perfects and completes the Kantian 
project undertaken by John Rawls in A Theory of Justice." 

Between Facts and Norms is a seminal work that provides a sys- 
tematic account of major issues in contemporary jurisprudence, consti- 
tutional theory, political and social philosophy, and the theory of 
democracy. I t  is hardly surprising, therefore, that Habermas's book 
raises as many questions as it answers. The book will remain a t  the 
center of fruitful intellectual debate for the foreseeable future. I t  is, of 
course, beyond the scope of this Review to do justice to every facet of 
Habermas's contribution. This Review concentrates, therefore, on the 
broad outlines of Habermas's discourse theory of law and assesses it in 
terms of contemporary American debates in jurisprudence and consti- 
tutional theory 
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Part I of this Review places Hahermas's discourse theory of law in 
the context of contemporary legal, moral, and political philosophy and 
discusses some its of salient features. Part I1 focuses on the 
proceduralist paradigm of law which Habermas extracts from his dis- 
course theory and investigates how this paradigm is supposed to 
bridge the gap between democracy and rights. Part 111 takes a critical 
look at how discourse theory envisions the relationship between law, 
morals, and politics in the context of Habermas's proceduralist para- 
digm of law. Finally, Part IV assesses the role reserved for judicial 
review in a constitutional democracy under Habermas's proceduraliit 
paradigm and contrasts Habermas's views with those of leading pro- 
ponents in the American debate on constitutional adjudication. 

I. THE DISCOURSE PRINCIPLE, CRITICAL THEORY,  A N D  

REFLECTNE EQUILIBRIUM 

With the breakdown of the inner bonds among religion, ethics,12 
and law characteristic of pluralist societies, it becomes difficult to un- 
derstand what makes law legitimate. At the same time, precisely be- 
cause no commonly shared religious or ethical norms can hold the 
pluralist polity together, law assumes the brunt of that task. Thus, 
law furnishes the normative framework that regulates interaction 
among citizens who relate to each other as strangers. In these circum- 
stances, law is obeyed in part because of sanctions, but also because 
many citizens find it normatively justified (I, pp. 10, 50-SI)." As 1 
~ a b e r m a s  notes, legal sanctions have, on the one hand, taken the 
place of religion and ethics when it comes to backing the law (I, pp. 
33-38). On the other hand, sanctions alone cannot sustain a contem- 
porary legal regime without widespread belief in the legitimacy of the 
law. The key inquiry, therefore, is to determine the source of legiti- 
macy of both contemporary law and the legal sanctions on which it 
relies. 

In line with a commitment to democracy, the most appealing an- 
swer to the last inquiry would he that the legitimacy of both law and 
sanctions derives from the fact that they are ultimately self-imposed. 
Empirical inquiry, however, does not clearly or consistently hear this 
out. On the other hand, reconstructive theory, proceeding with the aid 

1' Throughout this Review, for the sake of clarity, I adopt Habermas's definition of morality 
(Momlilar) and ethic. (Siltlichbcit), although there definitions, steeped in Kanlian and Hegelian 
philosophy, run somewhat counter to the common understanding of these terms in English. Far 
Habarmas. Vmarality" encornparser univerrally applicable norms of justice and universally valid 
rights and duties that transcend all difierent conceptions of the good. 'Ethkr," an thr other hand, 
refen to the mares, prudential maxims, and normalive standards of a historically grounded corn- 
rnunity with its awn conception of the gwd. See Thomas McCarthy. Introduction to JVRGEN 
HABERMAS, MORAL CONSCLOUSNESS AND CODIMVNICATIVE ACTION at vii (Christian Lenhardt & 
Shierry W. Nicholsen trans., 1990) (rg83). 

" For a similar view, see H.L.A. HART, THE CONCEPC OF LAW 197 1~961).  
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of counter factual^,'^ could fill the gaps left open by empirical inquiry, 
and provide a coherent and systematic picture of a democratic society 
in which law and legal sanctions are truly self-imposed. To draw this 
picture, reconstructive theory, starting from existing intuitions, institu- 
tions, and practices, would have to supplement and organize them into 
a coherent whole with the help of counterfactual devices.15 

The usr of counterfactuals serves to demarcate a gap between the 
reconstructed picture and the prevailing practices. That gap, in turn, 
provides a space for either a critique or a vindication of the status 
quo. For example, the image of a pristine market economy with 
evenly matched competitors, perfect information, and no transaction 
costs is a counterfactual, which can either be used to critique existing 
markets as self-legitimating mechanisms or to support such real-life 
markets because of their greater proximity to the relevant counterfac- 
tual than to any plausible alternative. Accordingly, reconstructive the- 
ory can either turn into critical theory or into a means to reach a 
"reflective equilibrium" that amounts to a considered and systematic 
vindication of the status quo.16 As we shall see, moreover, 
Habermas's reconstructive theory of law alternates between a critical 
theory and a means to reach a reflective equilibrium, but its persua- 
sive force stems mainly from its critical bite.17 

Habermas's reconstructive theory of law begins with a search for 
counterfactual devices that permit one to depict the dictates of con- 
temporary law as genuinely self-imposed. Furthermore, inasmuch as  
contemporw legal relationships are between persons who do not 
share a common conception of the good, acceptance of law as legiti- 
mately self-imposed depends on counterfactuals that are impartial be- 
tween competing conceptions of the good. With this in mind, 
Habermas considers, then rejects as inadequate, social contract theory 
and Kantian morality as counterfactual constructs (Post., p. 4). None- 
theless, Habermas's discourse theory remains rooted in these two theo- 

' 4  Scc R. S. Walters, Controy- to-Put  C o n d i t i o d ,  in T H E  ENCYCLOPEOU OF PHUSOPHY 
t r x  (Paul Edwards ct al. eds.. 1967). 

Is Examples of such counterfactual construck include Hobbes's and Rourxau'r social con- 
tract, Kant'r moral universe in which individuals relate to each other exclusively ar ends in Ulcm- 
rclvu rather than as means, and Rawls's hypothetical racial contract concluded behind a veil of 
ignorance. 

16 This charartcirration of 'reflective cquilibriurn" is not entirely consistent with Rawh'r us 
age of the term. It is neverthelcrr conrirtent with the view, expressed by Haberman, among 
others, that Rawis's principler of jurticc, notwithstanding their universalst apiratiom, are pri- 
marily geared to legitimate a kind of welfare liberalim prevalent in the United Stater during the 
1960s (11, pp. 1 2 - r r ) .  For a more extended and highly illuminating dircusrion of muntrrf~ctualr, 
critical theory and reflective equilibrium in the context of Habcrmz's work, see Michael K. 
Power, H a b c m  and the C o ~ n l e f l u t u a l  lmngimtion, 1 7  Cmozo L. REV. (forthcoming Oct. 
1995). 

l 7  S L L  in,% Pan 111, and especially p. '181. 



(Post., pp. 3-4).19 Kantian morality could counter this objection and 
overcome the problem of moral arbitrariness while maintaining that 
universally applicable moral norms are self-imposed. In Kantian mo- 
rality, every autonomous individual freely assumes the duties flowing 
from universally encompassing categorical imperatives deduced from 
the premise that individuals should treat each other as ends in them- 
selves.20 The realm of universal rights and duties transcends all paro- 
chial conceptions of the good, thus yielding a counterfactual construct 
that incorporates universal morality, self-imposed normative duties, 
and impartiality toward competing conceptions of the good. 

Notwithstanding Kant's success in filling the moral gap of Hobbes- 
ian contractarianism, Habermas refuses to settle on a Kantian con- 
struct for two principal reasons." First, Kant's theory is predicated 
on a dichotomy that sunders the realm of morals, free will, and duty 
from that of inclinations, subjective interests, and socio-political insti- 
t u t i ~ n s . ~ ~  Second, Kant's approach is monological rather than 

subjective, with each deriving his or her 
moral duties on the basis o As a consequence of 
that schism, universal conceptions 
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ries, incorporating and further developing their most attractive 
features, while restructuring or dropping their most objectionable ones. 

Hobbesian theory relies upon the contractual device for the 
counterfactual.18 At the root of Hobbesian contractarianism is the 
contract of association among all members of society. The conflicting 
wills of the individual members are harmonized through the common 
will that emerges in the joint contract. That common will transcends 
the individual wills hut is voluntarily subscribed to by all of the mem- 
bers. Accordingly, the Hobbesian contract is not subservient to the 
will of any particular subset of social contractors. 

Habermas objects, however, to Hobbesian contractarianism, be- 
cause it depends on the morally arbitrary will of individual contractors 

'S For an extended discussion of Habber' racial contract theory, see Michel Rosenfeld, Con- 
t w t  ond Justicc: The Relation Bctwrcn Cbrrical Conlmrl Low and Social Contmct Thcmy, 70 
IOWA L. REV. 769. 849. 852-54, 858-59. 864-85 (1985). 

19 The Hobbesian contract is shaped by the clash among the individual wills of rocid con- 
tractors who are motivated by contingent and egotistical desires untempered by any commonly 
rwted ethk. For a more extended discurrian of this point, see Michel Rorenfeld, Con Right& 
Dcmocmcy and Justice Be Reconriled Thmugh Dirrourrr Theory? Reflections on Habmnos' 
Rocrdurolist Paradigm of Low, r 7  C ~ m o z o  L. REV. (forthcoming Oct. r995). 

20 See IMMANUEL UNT, FOUNDATIONS OF THE METAPHYSICS OF MORALS 53-54 (Robert P 
Wolff ed. & Lewis W. Beck trans.. 1969). 

l1 For a succinct discussion of the main differences between Habermas's discourse ethics and 
Kant'r moral theory, see JURCEN HABERMAS, Mmality and Ethical LC: Does HL~cI'I C"tique of 
Kant Apply lo Dircoum ElhirrP, in M o m  CONSCIOUSNESS AND COMMUNTCATIVE ACTION. 
rupm note 1 2 ,  at 195, 203-04. 

2 2  See id. at 203. 
23 Sce id. 
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of the good becomes impotent in dealing with the socio-political realm 
of legal relationships. 

Rawls's hypothetical social contract, concluded behind a veil of ig- 
norance, imports Kantian moralism into the contractarian tradition but 
is also ultimately found wanting by Haber~nas.~* Although Rawls's 
social contractarian counterfactual seemingly relies on an inter-subjec- 
tive process, it proves to he at bottom monological. The veil of igno- 
rance, which supposedly sets aside arbitrary elements in the will of the 
contractors, in fact neutralizes differences among contractors so that 
each acting alone would opt for the same principles of justice. More- 
over, by establishing equality among contractors at such a high level 
of abstraction, Rawls unwittingly privileges certain perspectives over 
others, thus failing to remain impartial among competing conceptions 
of the good.2s 

Habermas's discourse theory purports to overcome the shortcom- 

contract to consensus, coupled with a process-based conception of ar- 
;urnentation that revolves around the key distinction between strategic 
action and communicative action. 

Actors who come together with a view to finding ways to promote 
social cooperation usually undertake this endeavor from the standpoint 
of strategic action.26 Guided by their own self-interest, such actors ap- 
proach their interlocutors as potential instrumentalities in the pursuit 
of their own objectives. Moreover, in the context of inequalities in 
bargaining power, information, and rhetorical skills, contractual agree- 
ments between strategic actors would likely not be in the equal inter- 
est of all contractors or even in the interests of the group as a whole. 

In communicative action, on the other hand, actors are oriented 
toward reaching a common understanding rather than achieving per- 
sonal succe~s.~' The model for communicative action is that of an ide- 

2+ Scc JURceN HABEWS, D~~LDUIIC Elhks: N01.s on o Pmgmm of Phibmpkicd Juslifico- 
tion, in MORAL CONSCT~USNE~S AND COMMUNICATIVE ACTZON, supm note 12, at 43, 61. 

2' For an extended diicurrion of there shartcorning~ of Rawb'r contrartarianism, see M~CHEL 
ROSENPELD, AFFIRMATWE ACTION ANO J U S ~ P I C E :  A ~ L O S O P H I C A L  AND CONSTITUTIONAL IN. 
QUIRY 233-37 (199I). 

As Habermas states. in rtrateglc artion "the actors are interested solely in the success, i.c., 
the conrequcnces or outcomcr[.l of their actions, [and] they will try to reach their objeclivcr by i 

1 
influencing their opponent's definition of the situation, and thus his decisions or motives, through I 
external means by using weapons or goods, threats or enticements." JUno~h HABERMN, Mom1 
Conrriourncss and Comnruniratiw Ad ion ,  in MORAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND COMMUMCAI~VE Ac. 
TION, ruPm note 12.  at 1.16, 133. 

27  For a comprehensive diiurrion of communicative action, see r JORGEN H.~ERMAS. THE 
THEORY OF COMMUMCATNE A C T ~ N  273-337 (Thomas McCarIhy wanr., qaq) (198,) [hereinaf- 
ter I HABERMAS] and 2 JURCEN HABERMAS. THE THEORY OF COMMUNICATIVE ACTION pasrim 
(Thomas McCarthy trans., 1987) (1981) [hereinafter 2 H ~ s n a ~ ~ s l .  
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alized community of scientists gathered together to ascertain the truth 
of a scientific hypothesis. In such a community, discussion would be 
circumscribed by a set of normative constraints, such as the need to 
afford each participant an equal opportunity to present arguments and 
the commitment to be persuaded only by the force of the argument 
that better comports with scientific norms of rationality. Similarly, in 
discussions concerning legal or moral norms, communicative action en- 
visions a dialogue between actors who are oriented toward reaching 
an understanding concerning the vightness of the norms under consid- 
e r a t i ~ n . ~ ~  Here again, Habermas argues that the very agreement to 
engage in communicative action implies a voluntary submission to cer- 
tain normative constraints embedded in the discursive practice i t~e l f .~9  
Thus, given an equal opportunity to present arguments and a genuine 
commitment to being persuaded only by the force of the better argu- 
ment in a rational discussion, actors engaged in communicative action 
would only accept as legitimate those action norms upon which all 
those possibly affected would agree together to embrace on the basis of 
good reasons (111, pp. 2 8 ,  34, 51). 

Habermas's discourse principle requires the settlement of contested 
normative claims through communicative action and thus provides a 
procedural criterion of normative validity (Post., pp. 16-17). The dis- 
course principle accordingly requires mutual recognition among all 
communicative actors, as well as consideration of all interests, as pre- 
conditions to the reaching of a consensus on action norms that are in 
the equal interests of all those affected. Consistent with this, the dis- 
course principle does not predetermine which laws are valid but rather 
affords a counterfactual (idealized) means to test whether the laws 
would command the consensus of all those possibly affected. 

Democratically enacted law is likely to be, at  least in part, the 
product of strategically oriented debates and of the privileging of cer- 
tain competing interests above others. Thus, Habermas's discourse 
principle is a promising vehicle for a critical reconstructive theory of 
the legitimacy of law. On the other hand, the discourse principle is 
also an apt instrument for the construction of a reflective equilibrium. 
This is the case if one can plausibly argue that, notwithstanding the 
actual contingencies surrounding the enactment of a particular law, 
such a law - if it has legitimacy - would have obtained the consen- 
sus of all those possibly affected had they jointly engaged in communi- 
cative action. 

Habermas's discourse theory of law has roots in both the social 
contract and Kantian traditions. I t  is, in addition, a reconstructive 
theory, yielding a critical standard as well as the means to elaborate a 

- - 

2s See I HABERMAS, wpm note 27, at 307. 
29 Scc J ~ R C E N  HABERMAS, D~SCOWSC E l h i c ~ :  Notes on o Program of Phihophicnl Justifica- 

tion, in MORAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND COMMU~TCATIVE ACTION, supra note r r ,  at 43, 86-93. 
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"reflective equilib~ium."'~ By relying on communicative rather than 
strategic action, Habermas's discourse principle overcomes the moral 
arbitrariness of Hobbesian contractarianism. Furthermore, as the dis- 
course principle involves an inter-subjective process of deliberation 
culminating in a joint collective resolution, it overcomes the solipsism 
of both Kantian moral theory and Rawlsian hypothetical contractari- 
anism.3' Finally, Habermas's discourse principle does not privilege 
certain perspectives over others in the way that Rawls's hypothetical 
social contract does. Unlike Rawls's contractors who know virtually 
nothing about their differences, Habermas's communicative actors are 
fully aware of theirs. What is more, Habermas stipulates that commu- 
nicative action requires a complete reversal of perspectives - that is, 
every claim must be considered from all the relevant perspectives in- 
volved prior to its resolution32 - thus making room for empathy in 
the dialogical process designed to establish normative validity. 

11. DEMOCRACY, RIGHTS, AND THE PROCEDURALIST PARADIGM OF 
LAW 

As filtered through the discourse principle, legitimate contemporary 
law must emerge for all free and equal legal actors as both self-im- 
posed and binding." This construct of legitimate law, however, con- 
tradicts accepted wisdom on the subject.s4 Even if all legal actors 
could influence democratic lawmaking, the resultant laws are unlikely 
to be in the equal interests of all those affected. In  the absence of 
anti-majoritarian constraints, democratically enacted laws can be op- 
pressive and their enforcement prone to perpetuate officially sanc- 
tioned violence against disfavored legislative minorities. To mitigate 

10 See the diicurrion of this term above, at note 1 6 .  For a more comprehensive &cursion of 
the nation of Yreflective equilibrium," see RAWLS, rupm note 11,  at 48-5,. 

31 As Habe- stater in the context of the validation of moral norms. fmm the standpoint of 
discourse ethics, "the categorical imperative needs to be reformulated ar fallows: 'Rather than 
scribing ar valid to all others any maxim that I can will to be a universal law, I murt submit my 
maxim to all others for purposes of discursively testing its claim to universality. The empharh 
shifts from what each can will without contradiction to be a general law, to what all can will in 
agreement to be a universal norm." JUrgcn Habermas, Disrmrrr Ethics: Nolcr on n R o g m  of 
Philosophicd Juslijlcalion, in MORAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND COM~~UMCATNE ACTION, supm note 
12, at 67 (citation omitted). 

SCL McCarthy, rupm note r2, at  viii-ix ("Habermas's discourse model, by requiring that 
perrpective-taking be general and reciprocal, buil& the moment of empathy into the procedure of 
coming to a reawned agreement: each murt put him ar herself in the place of everyone else in 
discussing whether a proposed norm is far  to all.'). For a more extended discussion of the revcr- 
ral of perspectives, see ROSENPELD, cited above in note 25, at 139-58, 2 6 2 - 7 3 .  

33 Cj: David C. Carlson, Librml Phibrophy's P u b k d  RcMion lo the Ruk of Lmv, 43 U. 
TORONTO L.J. 257. 184-88 (1993) (reviewing ANDREW ALTW, c ~ l l l C A L  LEGAL STUDIES: A 
LIBEFAL C R l n Q U E  (1990)) (desc"bing Hegcl'r concept of relf.legislation ar the hallmark of 
autonomy). 

3' See ELY, rupa note 8, a t  151-70; Bruce Ackerman, Beyond Carolcne Products, 98 HAW. 
L. Rev. 7 1 3 .  7r5 n.4, 740, 743 (1985). 



rights, aid hence engender the well-known tension between the 
majoritarian legislative will and anti-majoritarian constitutional rights. 

Because Habermas's discourse principle trades in the realm of 
counterfactuals, that it does not comport with reality is not of itself a 
valid criticism. Nonetheless, one may still argue that counterfactuals 
predicated on the dichotomy between democracy and rights would bet- 
ter gauge the normative validity of contemporary law than would 
Habermas's discourse principle. Indeed, one could construct a coher- 
ent and systematic model of constitutional democracy driven by a 
clear division of labor between democracy and rights and use that 
model to critically appraise existing legal institutions. 

Habermas's choice of counterfactual construct. however. is bv no 

i n d  role of law in the modern world: the libeial-bourgeois paradigm 
and the social-welfare paradigm (V, p. 2 ) .  But Habermas claims that 
it is time for a new, proceduralist paradigm of law, which amply justi- 
fies the discourse principle as the counterfactual construct of choice. 

Consistent with Hahermas's approach, any theory of the validity of 
law in the modern world must incorporate certain normative and soci- 
ological features. First, all those who come within the sweep of mod- 
ern law should recognize each other as free and equal persons 
endowed with inherent dignity (IX, pp. 37-38) Consistent with this, 
justice requires that legal equality - similar treatment of similar cases 
- should he reconciled with factual equality - consideration of only 
relevant identities and relevant differences in lawmaking (IX, pp. 
38-44, 7 ~ ) ' ~  In other words, in calling for a reconciliation between 
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these dangers, democratic law must be tempered by antirnajoritarian 

means arbitrary. The construct reflects changes in the perception of 
the relationship between law and social reality as reflected in different, 
successive paradigms of law. As conceived by Habermas, a paradigm 
of law constructs an image of contemporary society and explains how 
constitutional democracy and basic rights fit into that image (V, pp. 
1-2). Furthermore, Habermas asserts that there are two competing 
paradigms which, to date, have most successfully represented the h lace 

35 TO a significant extent, Habermas's requirement of a recaneiliatia" of legal and factual 
quality reemr to mirror the constitutional constraints imposed by the Due Process and the Equal 
Protection Clauwr of the Fourteenth Amendment to the US. Constitution. Indeed, as interpreted 
by the Supreme Court, due process and equal protection mandate that similar cases b treated 
r~nilarly. rcc, r g ,  Yick Wo v. Hopkin,, 118 U S .  356, 374 (1116) (holding unconrtitutional an 
ethnically discriminatory application of a generally phrared municipal ordinance), and that rtalu- 
tor, classihcalion~ be bared on idrntitiu and diffcicncer that bear at kart a rational relationship 
to a legitimate state legislative objective. ~ c r ,  c p . ,  Williamson v. Lee Optical Co., 348 U.S. 483. 
4 8 8 9 1  (1951) (holding that due process and cqual protection are satisfied by showing a rational 
relationship between legislative means and ends). 
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legal and factual equality, Habermas stresses that all are equal under 
the law and that laws sbould treat all as equals.36 

Second, Habermas conceives of law functionally, as filling gaps "in 
social orders whose integrative capacities are overtaxed" (11, p. I). In 
our increasingly complex societies, the common cultural traditions, be- 
liefs, practices, and normative assumptions, which emerge from what 
Habermas calls the "lifeworld" of a historically situated social group," 
can no longer furnish comprehensive normative justification for all the 
different existing modes of social interaction. At the same time, such 
interactions are increasingly mediated through largely autonomous sys- 
tems, like the market economy and the administrative bureaucracy of 
the state, which largely escape control by the social actors who depend 
on them. Thus, whereas the normatively rich lifeworld becomes ever 
more impotent, normatively poor and largely self-referential systems 
encroach upon greater expanses of social space. Under these circum- 
stances, Habermas maintains that law is the only legitimate means for 
society-wide normative integration, a "hinge between system and 
lifeworld" (11, p. 19). 

Habermas's conception of the relationship between system and 
lifeworld and of the role of law in that relationship is a complex and 
evolving The key task for the sociologist is to identify what 
holds together a social universe defined by a seemingly unbridgeable 
gap between a lifeworld that no longer provides the normative glue 
necessary for society-wide solidarity, and largely independent systems 
like the economy, which operate behind the backs of the relevant so- 
cial actors and which often seem completely impervious to external 
normative regulation. In working through this problem, Hahermas re- 
jects radical solutions that entail eliminating or greatly downplaying 
one of the two poles of the divide between system and lifeworld. Spe- 
cifically, Habermas rejects Luhmann's autopoietic systems approach, 
which regards law, economics, politics, and morals as differentiated, 
self-enclosed, and self-referential sub-systems that operate indepen- 
dently of each other in an increasingly fragmented and compartmen- 
talized world.39 On the other hand, Habermas also rejects the notion 
that in the modern state, the economy or the state's bureaucracy could 

'6 Cf DWORKIN, TAKING RIGHTS SERIOUSLY, lupm note 8, at 2 1 7  (distinguishing between 
equal treatment - lo each the same thing - and treating persons as equals - as possessors of 
the same inherent worth and dignity). '' In the broadest terms, for Habermas the "lifeworld" of a given society at a given time in 
history is the sum of commonly shared assumptions, beliefs. customs, and prarticccer ~o deeply 
embedded that they remain unquestionrd. The iifeworld thus provides a massive background 
consensus against which normative qucstionr arise (1, p. 28). For a thorough discusion of 
Habermas's conception of the lifeworld, see 2 HABERMAS, supra n ~ t e  2 1 ,  at 1 1 g - s r .  

36 See Thomas McCarthy. Legitinray and Divcrrily: Dioleclirol Reflections on Analyliral 
Dirtiniliom, 17 CAmozo L. REV. (loRhcoming Oct. 1995). 

'D Far work prerenting a more cntmdcd d'is~ursian of Luhmann'r views, see sources cited 
above in note 3. 
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ultimately be co-opted to conform with some preordained set of exter- 
nally generated commands. Habermas rejects both the idea that the 
economy and other systems make external normative concerns super- 
fluous and the idea that modern societies could successfully institute 
anything resembling a fully planned economy. 

Assuming that systems, like the economy, require law to function 
and that the normative gap left by the lifeworld can be filled through 
communicative action, Habermas charts a middle course, using law as 
the bridge between system and lifeworld. From the standpoint of a 
system such as the economy, law is indispensable not as an external 
constraint, but as a structural sine qua non of the system. Thus, with- 
out property, contract, or criminal laws penalizing interference with 
property and contract rights, there could be no large-scale functioning 
market economy. The law of supply and demand and the process of 
monetization may be the motors of the economic marketplace, but 
without law such an economy could not become socially institutional- 
ized. Looking a t  the whole, however, law can simultaneously function 
as a structural pillar of, and as an external constraint on, a market 
economy. This latter function, moreover, is carried out not by interfer- 
ine with the svstemic functionine of economic markets. but bv narrow- 

forces.40 Whereas Habermas does not indicate how far law may im- 
pinge on the domain of market transactions without trampling on the 
economic system itself, he assumes that at least at  the edges, there is 
room for external normative constraints on systemic economic activity. 

From the vantage point of the lifeworld, on the other hand, the 
failure of intra-communal ethical norms to extend to the extra-commu- 
nal dealings among strangers calls for alternative sources of normative 
validation. Accordingly, Habermas proposes that legal norms deserv- 
ing of society-wide approval supplement parochially rooted ethical 
norms to legitimate inter-subjective dealings among strangers. In 
other words, strangers, who do not share the deep bonds of common 
ethical roots, can still legitimately interact through the more extensive, 
though admittedly more superficial, links forged by consensually vali- 
dated law (Post., pp. 2-3). 

Consistent with the preceding observations, the appeal of a partic- 
ular paradigm of law in Habermas's theory depends on its ability to 
reconcile legal and factual equality while bridging the gap that splits 
system and lifeworld in a way that secures and constrains systems and 
that concurrently supplements the output of the lifeworld. With this in 

' 0  For example, a minimum wage law can be construed as imposing an external constraint on 
the market for labor and narrowing the range of freedom of contract with respect to that market. 
Although a minimum wage law may alter or distort market outcomes. labor Contract3 above the 
minimum wage would still be governed by systemic market dynamics conditioned on the eco- 
nomic laws of supply and demand. 
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mind, let us now briefly turn to the three paradigms of law discussed 
by Habermas. 

The liberal-bourgeois paradigm promotes a formal conception of 
law and reduces justice to the equal distribution of rights. The para- ; 

digm's failure to deal with factual equality, however, does not mean t 
that it is inadequate. Actually, the liberal-bourgeois paradigm may 
command genuine support so long as one believes that a free market 
economy necessarily produces (through "invisible hand" mechanisms) 
an adequate measure of factual equality. The liberal-bourgeois para- 
digm, moreover, draws a sharp line between the private realm of the 
bourgeois and the public realm of the citizen to which corresponds a 
fairly clear divide between the realm of rights and that of democratic 
participation. Furthermore, consistent with the liberal bourgeois para- 
digm, the activities of homo economicus are so sharply set apart from 
other inter-subjective endeavors that system and lifeworld can be suffi- 
ciently separated to obviate the need to bridge the gap between them. 

Notwithstanding the economy of means achieved by the liberal- 
bourgeois paradigm through a clear splitting of rights from democracy 
and of system from lifeworld, Habermas finds that paradigm wanting. 
First, he points out that the formal law of property and contract prev- 
alent during the nineteenth century has given way to more goal-driven 
alternatives (IX, pp. 22-~4),~'  and second, by rejecting the "invisible 
hand" assumption, he finds that the bourgeois-liberal paradigm is ill- 
equipped to promote factual equality (IX, pp. 42-44), 

The social-welfare paradigm, on the other hand, is geared to 
achieving factual equality and to levelling disproportionate inequalities 
in material conditions. But it must rely on the administrative state's 
massive and pervasive bureaucracy. In the administrative state, for- 
mal law is replaced by goal-oriented bureaucratic policies and regula- 
tions, and justice is reduced to distributive justice (M, pp. 42-43), As 
Habermas sees it, however, the cost of factual equality under the so- 
cial-welfare paradigm is too high, a s  material well-being can only be 
obtained by being reduced to becoming a "clieny I" of the welfare state 
(IX, p. 24). Individuals thus exchange much of their autonomy and 
dignity for basic welfare entitlements. Basic decisions are left in the 
hands of experts, and increasing inequalities in the possession and use 
of information split the polity into ruling elites and administered 
masses (IX, PP. 24-27, 32-37, 39-43). 

In contrast to the liberal-bourgeois paradigm it replaces, the social- 
welfare paradigm does not carve out any clear boundaries between the 
private and public realms, system and lifeworld, or rights and democ- 
racy. Moreover, in his search for an alternative paradigm, Habermas 

'1 Compare in this connection the Ando-Arne"can scholarship concerning thc "dcalh of con- 
tract" See, c.r.. PATRICK S. ATIYAH, THE RISE AND FALL OF FREEDOM OF CONTRACT 716-26 
(19791: G ~ N T  GILMORE, THE DMM OF C O N T ~ C T  87-103 (~9141. 
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mous and as reciprocally recognizant of each other's dignity, 
Habermas postulates that these consociates would have to regard as 
legitimate any laws of which they were both the authors and the ad- 
dressees (I, p. so). In other words, if a law can be reconstructed 
through the discourse principle counterfactual as being genuinely self- 
imposed pursuant to a consensus among all those who come under its 
sweep, then any rational actor must acknowledge its normative valid- 
ity. Consistent with this, Habermas's proceduralist paradigm does not 
predetermine the content of any legitimate law but merely lays down 
the procedural requirement that laws satisfy the discourse principle to 
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does not seek to return to the formalism or sharp dichotomies of the 
liberal-bourgeois paradigm. Actually, Habermas accepts the inevitabil- 
ity of the administrative state with its bureaucracy, large corporate or- 
ganizations, and dominant mass media. What his alternative 
paradigm aims to accomplish is to explore how to restore personal au- 
tonomy and dignity without abandoning the quest for factual equality 
under the material conditions characteristic of the modern welfare 
state. 

Habermas's proposed alternative, the proceduralist paradigm of 
law animated by the discourse principle, is, above all, elegantly simple. 
Starting from a picture of equal "consociates" under law as autono- 

establish their normative validity. 
With the idea of legal consociates as both authors and addressees 

of valid law firmly in mind, the relationships between democracy and 
rights on the one hand, and law, system, and lifeworld on the other, 
neatly fall in place. Indeed, from this vantage point, rights and de- 
mocracy become internally linked as the two fundamental pillars on 
which the entire enterprise rests (Post., p. 10). Without discursively 
redeemed rights, communicative actors could not sustain the level of 
reciprocal recognition that must go hand in hand with genuinely 
reached dialogical consensus. Yet, without popular democracy, not 
only would the &is for consensus be undermined, but mutual recog- 
nition would he curtailed, as not everyone's goals and aspirations 
could figure in the making of law and public policy. 

Discursively redeemed law under the proceduralist paradigm also 
emerges as the hinge that both legitimates and holds together system 
and lifeworld (11, p. 19). To the extent that systems, such as the econ- 
omy and the administrative bureaucracy, depend on law to function, 
discursive validation of such law casts these systems as if they were 
ultimately self-imposed, infusing them with a significant measure of 
legitimacy. Moreover, the process of legitimation is obviously rein- 
forced through the constraints on systems imposed by discursively re- 
deemed law. Discursively redeemed law, on the other hand, serves as 
a normative supplement to the lifeworld, and because of its consensual 
nature, is not prone to being inconsistent with the ethical norms em- 
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bedded in the lifeworld. Finally, by encompassing both system and 
lifeworld, discursively redeemed law provides a normative layer upon 
which all interactions among strangers can be grounded. And thus 
law furnishes points of connection between system and lifeworld. 

The proceduralist paradigm of law also simply and elegantly recon- 
ciles legal and factual equality. That similar cases should be treated 
similarly follows from dialogical consensus on what reciprocal recogni- 
tion requires. Furthermore, discovering the relevant identities and dif- 
ferences necessary to conform law to factual equality should simply be 
left to the joint deliberations of communicative actors. In  other words, 
the only identities and differences that ought to count are those which 
all communicatively engaged legal actors could agree upon. 

The preceding account indicates how Habermas's proceduralist 
paradigm of law would assume the role of a counterfactual with criti- 
cal bite. I t  does not reveal, however, the potential of that paradigm to 
construct a reflective equilibrium, or whether that paradigm provides 
a particularly useful and convincing tool for assessing contemporary 
legal relationships. To better assess these issues, it is necessary to cast 
a critical look at  how Habermas envisions the relationship among law 
(particularly the proceduralist paradigm of law), morals, and politics. 

111. THE PROCEDURALIST PARADIGM AND 
THE RELATIONSHIP AMONG LAW, MORALS, AND POLITICS 

The value of a particular counterfactual construct in relation to 
critical theory or achieving reflective equilibrium depends on at  least 
two important factors: its ability to establish a sufficient but not exces- 
sive contrast with prevailing circumstances; and its potential for sug- 
gesting genuine and useful ways of resolving existing conflicts and 
inconsistencies. Habermas's discourse theory, based on the distinction 
between communicative and strategic action, provides a singularly val- 
uable counterfactual by underscoring the demarcation between the col- 
lective generation of impartial inter-subjective action norms and their 
use to every actor's best advantage. Indeed, this demarcation con- 
trasts with prevailing practice, while tracking an ideal that would fur- 
nish a logical solution to the principal conflicts and inconsistencies 
rooted in that practice. Furthermore, discourse theory is richly sugges- 
tive in postulating an inter-subjective deliberative model for settling 
normative questions, in contrast to the isolation of monological deter- 
minations and to the dogmatism of unitary collective solutions. 

Habermas's discourse theory, however, looms as a much less suc- 
cessful counterfactual when it comes to the relation among law, 
morals, and politics. In general terms, discourse theory approaches 
legal, moral, and political conflicts in the same way - providing an 
impartial discursive procedure, which, if followed by communicatively 
engaged actors, will yield legitimate solutions acceptable to all affected. 



moral arguments can only be settled by consensus, legal arguments 
can also be resolved through compromise and bargaining, and political 
arguments through majority rule. Yet for all these differences, 
Habermas claims that in the context of discourse theory, morals, eth- 
ics, law, and politics are mutually consistent, and that law and morals 
actually complement each other (Post., pp. 15-19). Upon close exami- 
nation, however, these claims are not necessarily borne out. 

Following the Kantian tradition, Habermas regards morals as the 
domain of universal justice, establishing correlative rights and duties 
transcending all particular conceptions of the good. Accordingly, as  
applied to the realm of morals, discourse theory must be impartial as  
among different conceptions of the good. On the other hand, even in a 
pluralist multicultural society, only a fraction of the various concep- 
Gens of the good formulated throughout history would be represented. 
Discursive validation of law in such a society would therefore not re- 
quire impartiality as among all conceptions of the good but only as 
among those conceptions actually represented. Thus, for example, 
moral norms must be impartial as among all religions, but legal norms 
need only be impartial as among those religions with adherents within 
the relevant society. There might conceivably be a continuum be- 
tween the absolute impartiality of morals and the relative impartiality 
of law. But, as explained below,4z it seems just as plausible that the 
relative impartiality of law would clash with the absolute impartiality 
of morals. 

Even if one does not concede the latter possibility, there is another, 
potentially more vexing, problem. Certain issues, such as abortion, 
raise serious moral and legal questions, but cannot be approached 
from any perspective indifferent to competing conceptions of the good. 
In Western societies, for example, abortion is viewed as anything from 
murder to a fundamental right inextricably linked to a woman's au- 
tonomy, privacy, and equality. Consequently, to determine whether 
abortion is morally or legally unjust requires reference to contestable 
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Accordingly, the differences among law, morals, and politics boil down 
:o differences concerning their relevant domains, and concerning the 
kinds of arguments that are appropriate in relation to each of these 
domains. Thus, for example, Habermas asserts that the proper moral 
domain spans all social space and historical time, whereas law's do- 
main is that of a particular society living in a circumscribed historical 
time frame. Similarly, discursive moral arguments must be universal 
in scope, whereas discursive legal arguments can also include ethical 
arguments tied to conceptions of the good that are only prevalent in 
the relevant society, as well as pragmatic arguments. Also, whereas 

1 
i 
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conceptions of the good'3 and to the value preferences that they 
engender.+* 

Whereas moral consensus on the abortion issue seems impossible in 
contemporary societies, a discursive legal resolution of the issue might 
still seem plausible to the extent that, in the context of law, the dis- 
course principle finds room for compromises and fair bargains. Com- 
promises, consistent with the discourse principle, are legitimate, 
provided they are acceptable in principle to all communicative actors 
(111, p. 36)  But unlike discursive consensuses, discursive compromises 
may he acceptable to different actors on the basis of different reasons 
(111, p. 36; IV, p. 45). Furthermore, Habermas asserts that in the con- 
text of law, the discourse principle extends to ethical and pragmatic 
questions (Post., pp. 7-8). Ethical questions ask who we are and what 
our goals are, or, in other words, raise concerns relating to the authen- 
ticity and the collective self-realization of a particular ethical commu- 
nity Pragmatic questions, on the other hand, aim at  reaching an 
equilibrium between competing value preferences and competing inter- 
ests (111, pp. 3~-36). '~ 

Even with the greater flexibility surrounding the operation of dis- 
course theory in the realm of law, it is most unlikely that the 
proceduralist paradigm of law would yield any satisfactory legal reso- 
lution of the abortion issue. Lurking beneath the abortion controversy, 
there is such a sharp clash in value preferences and interests that no 
dialogical compromise or balancing seems plausible. Indeed, subject- 
ing all existing perspectives on abortion to the reversal of perspectives 
process may result in better mutual understanding and empathy, but 
would not afford any persuasive rationale for either pro- or anti-abor- 
tion advocates to change their position. 

The abortion issue would not he resolved any more easily as a 
political matter under Habermas's discourse theory of political democ- 
racy. Assuming that there is an internal relation between popular sov- 
ereignty and fundamental rights, discourse theory projects a picture of 
democracy as a lawmaking process in the hands of communicative ac- 
tors dialogically engaged in the task of joint rational opinion- and will- 
formation (111, pp. 38-40, 53-58). Consistent with Habermas's ap- 
proach, the dialogical process must establish the fundamental rights 
that make popular sovereignty possible among communicative actors 

Strictly speaking, if morals arc conceived as not encornparring questions relating to the 
good, abortion would not be auxcptiblc to any moral judgmmt. 
" According to Habe-, value preferences arc inter-subjective and they derive from the 

ethical normi associated with a particular conception of the goad (VI, pp. 2 4 - q ) .  

'5 Where= different value preferences derive from different ethical norms, then are likely to 
be different intsrcru even in the context of shared value preferences and ethical norms. Thus, for 
example, even if management and labor share an equally strong commitment to the d u e  prefer- 
ences auociated with a market as oppaxd to a command economy, at timer the interesu of labor 
may be at adds with those of management. 
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and the political objectives that may legitimately shape laws accept- 
able under the proceduralist paradigm of law. Fundamental rights 
under this conception would seem, moreover, to come within the am- 
bit of constitutional norms, whereas discursively validated political 
objectives would result in legitimate legal norms. 

In view of existing divisions on the abortion issue, there seems to 
be no principled basis for dialogical agreement on the status of abor- 
tion either a t  the level of fundamental rights or a t  that of majoritarian 
lawmaking. Indeed, for someone who is sincerely persuaded that the 
right to abortion is central to a woman's autonomy, privacy, and 
equality, the absence of a constitutional right to abortion would vitiate 
the very possibility of Habermasian deliberative democracy, because 
women could not be genuinely counted as equal participants in the 
relevant discursive process. Conversely, for someone who sincerely 
maintains that abortion is murder, the absence of a constitutional ban 
on abortion would negate the possibility of the kind of mutual recogni- 
tion and respect that Habermas invokes in connection with his dialogi- 
cal approach to democracy. Finally, leaving the abortion issue to the 
will of the majority would also be unsatisfactory, because it seems 
highly unlikely that rational discourse among communicative actors 
would change the minds of those who sincerely believe that abortion 
should be dealt with a t  the constitutional level. 

I t  follows from the preceding observations that, a t  least with re- 
spect to certain issues, moral norms that are impartial as among all 
conceptions of the good seem impossible; that moral norms appear 
more likely to be in conflict with ethical norms than in harmony with 
them;46 and that value preferences within the polity may be so po- 
larized as to preclude uncoerced political compromise or balancing of 
interests. Hence, Habermas's counterfactual rests on a conception of 
the relation among morals, ethics, law, and politics that leads to an 
impasse on certain important and bitterly divisive issues within con- 
temporary pluralist and multicultural societies. Moreover, to the ex- 
tent that it leads to such an impasse, Habermas's counterfactual fails 
to engender constructive criticism of existing institutional arrange- 
ments or to suggest creative solutions to divisive social conflicts. 

Notwithstanding these problems, Habermas's  discursive 
counterfactual can still be defended as a powerful and useful theoreti- 
cal tool. For one thing, many important issues, unlike abortion, arise 
against a background of unified or largely compatible value prefer- 

46 It is conceivable, for example, that the value preferences of one community would legiti- 
mate protecling abortion rights while thore of another would, on the contrary, legitimate a com- 
plete ban on abortion. Accordingly, whatever may emerge ar a discursively valid norm regarding 
abortion could not, obviously, be neuwal ar between the contlicting conceptions of the good un- 
derlying, respectively, the pro- and anti-abortion ethic. 
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ences.4' More significantly, Habermas's counterfactual may be alto- 
gether prevented from leading to impasses if his conclusions 
concerning the relation among morals, ethics, law, and politics are 
somewhat modified, and if the role of impartiality in the context of 
discourse theory is redefined. 

Habermas's discursive proceduralism - of which his proceduralist 
paradigm of law is an integral part - is the product of a pluralist 
vision bent on fairly and equally including and accommodating per- 
sons and groups who disagree on substantive issues. While it operates 
in different spaceltime frameworks ranging from the most universal to 
the here-and-now of concrete social groups, Habermas's proceduralism 
invariably replicates throughout its field of application the same model 
predicated on impartiality as between different substantive positions 
within the relevant framework. This model is deficient, however, inas- 
much as proceduralism ultimately depends upon a compatibility with 
an underlying consensus on relevant substantive values.48 Consistent 
with this, pluralism should be regarded as emerging from a substan- 
tive perspective grounded in its own conception of the good, rather 
than as a mere methodological by-product of p ro~edura l i sm.~~ Indeed, 
although pluralism may appear neutral as between diverse value pref- 
erences, it embodies an ethic of inclusiveness toward diversity, which 
paradoxically requires exclusion or transformation of certain value 
 preference^.^^ Ideally, pluralism would generate complete diversity 
and encompass all value preferences. Because that is impossible, how- 
ever, pluralism must inevitably choose among value preferences, elimi- 
nating some, and displacing or transforming others. Thus, pluralism 
inevitably privileges certain value preferences over others, in the pur- 
suit of its own overriding value preference - establishing the greatest 
possible diversity consistent with maintaining room for co-existence 

47 For example, in the United Stater, there now seems to he a widc-ranging consensus that 
canstitutional equality requires, at the highest lcvel of abstraction, upholding the equal worth, 
dignity, and respect of every individual, regardless of race or ethnic origin. See Michel Rorenhld, 
Metro Broadcasting, Inc. v. FCC: Aflnnntivr Action ol the Crossroods of Conrlitutionnl Librtty 
and Equality, 38 UCLA L. REV. 583, 588 (1991). This harmony is in sharp contrast, however, 
with the contentiousness that constitutional equality har produced at lower levels of abstraction, 
ar evinced by fhe Supreme Court's closely divided affirmative action jurisprudence. Scc grnrmlly 
ROSENFELD, I U * ~  note 25,  at  r63-115 (analyzing the progression from racial Segregation to af- 
firmative action in Supreme Court jurisprudence and the principal affirmative action cases de- 
cided before rppo). 

48 Scc Rosenfeld, nrpo note i p ,  a t  5-r6, 34-39, 50-51. 
'9 See Rosenfeld, s u m  note 3, at 1694-5; Rosenfeld, rum note 19, at 51-56. 
So Scc Rosenfeld, sum note 3, at 1710 (arguing fhat pluralism is incompatible with value 

preferences of crusading religions while compatible with ether religions' value preferences, pr- 
vidcd the latter are relegated to the private sphere). 
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and political cohesion and with treating included value preferences as 
fairly and equally as possible.jl 

Viewing pluralism's own overriding value preference as a second- 
j order value preference and the value preferences that vie for inclusion 

as first-order value preferences, it seems clear that the latter are un- 
likely to be included on their own terms. Accordingly, as properly 
grounded in an ethic of pluralism driven by its second-order value 
preference, Habermas's discourse theory emerges as an apt procedural 
vehicle for suggesting useful and imaginative ways of accommodating 
as many first-order preferences as much as possible within a cohesive 
and historically determinate political society. Within this scheme, 
moreover, the ethic of pluralism may be viewed as taking the place of 
morals - though it would fail the Kantian and Habermasian test for 
morals because it encompasses a definite conception of the good. As a 
substantive moral norm driven by its second-order value preference, 
pluralism would be neutral towards all first-order value preferences ex 
ante,j2 but would inform and delimit the discursive procedure 
designed to select first-order value preferences for inclusion, thus suh- 
suming that procedure under its own conception of the good. 

Although not stemming from an utterly impartial perspective, the 
discursive procedure under pluralism would not only have a legitima- 
ting function, but also a determinate role in establishing the configura- 
tion of encompassed first-order value preferences for a given society a t  
a given time. Specifically, the discursive procedure would test the au- 
thenticity of asserted first-order value preferences; explore whether dif- 
ferent value preferences share some common ground or whether they 
overlap;53 and suggest compromises pursuant to a balance of interests 
according to their relative weight in relation to the respective value 
preferences to which they are linked.j4 

To the extent that pluralism cannot ultimately place all first-order 
value preferences on an equal footing, the proceduralist paradigm of 
law cannot fully reconcile legal and factual equality. Also, the direc- 
tion such an attempted discursive reconciliation might take, and the 

$ 1  In his recent work. Rawls acknowledges that political liberalism, or pluralism, cannot foster 
strict neutrality. Scc JOHN hws, POLITICAL L I B E R ~ L ~ S M  137-38 (1993). 

i 2  Another way of conceiving of the work of pluralism revolves around the difference between 
two logically distinct momenti. In the first moment, pluralism performs the nrgorive task of 
equally, and hence impartially, dislodging all first-order value preferences vying for predomi- 
nance. After wiping the slate clean, pluralism must proceed to the non-neutral oftinnative t a k  of 
readmitting some, though not all, fint-order value preferences to the extent that they are rurccpti- 
ble lo remaining subordinate to pluralism's second-order value preference. Set Rorenfeld, supra 
note 3. at 1711. 

For Haberm-, needs, preferences, and interests are not static, but susceptible to dialogic 
transformation. See JORGEN HABERMAS, COMMUNICATION AND THE EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY 90 
(Thomas McCarthy trans., rg79). 

i 4  For a detailed discussion on how discourse theory might accomplish there task ,  ree ROSEN- 
FELD, cited above in note 2 5 ,  at 254-82. 
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scope of its success, depend in significant part on historically contin- 
gent factors, such as the nature, number, and predominance of preva- 
lent first-order value preferences within a given society at a given 
time. For example, in a religiously heterogeneous society with several 
different, comparably large, religious groups, discursive pluralism 
might justify a strict separation of church and state. By contrast, in a 
religiously homogeneous society with a sprinkling of religious minori- 
ties, discursive pluralism might well be satisfied with much greater 
links between church and state, provided religious freedom and free- 
dom of conscience are effectively protected. More generally, given the 
impossibility of fully reconciling legal and factual equality, and given 
the historical contingency concerning first-order value preferences, dis- 
cursive proceduralism can only aim a t  suggesting the best possible so- 
lution under current limitations. Furthermore, under these 
circumstances, discursive proceduralism can only he understood as im- 
partial in the sense of consistently placing the second-order value pref- 
erence of pluralism above the first-order value preferences which it 
encounters on its path. 

Discursive proceduralism, viewed as the means to discover the best 
possible solution under limiting circumstances, has the advantage of 
restoring the balance between the two profiles of Habermas's 
counterfactual construct. From the standpoint of pluralism's need for 
integration, discursive proceduralism provides the means to construct a 
reflective equilibrium. From the standpoint of the first-order value 
preferences left out, displaced, or diminished through transformation, 
on the other hand, discursive proceduralism affords a critical vantage 
point from which to demand inclusion or more favorable terms of 
inclusion. 

Finally, Habermas's discursive proceduralism has an important 
further counterfactual function, in that it seems readily adaptable to 
test the very limits of pluralism. This becomes apparent upon consid- 
eration of a possible feminist critique of Habermas's discourse theory 
and its stress on justice, rights, and equalityJs In essence, this femi- 
nist critique asserts that by favoring justice and rights over care, con- 
cern, and responsibility, Habermas's discourse theory is biased against 
feminist value preferences.S6 Habermas, in turn, rejects this critique, 
declaring that feminists must settle their differences within the discur- 
sive process (IX, p. 52). In terms of pluralism and the two orders of 
value preferences, Habermas's reply implies that feminists must either 
agree to discursive proceduralism or renounce pluralism. To prove 
him wrong, feminists would have to indicate how reliance on care, 

Habermas taker on this feminist challenge in chapter IX. For a critique of H a b w ' r  
trcamenl of this feminist critique, see R~~enfe ld ,  cited above in note 19, at 39-so. 

5s  This particular feminist crihque is based on acceptance of Carol Gilligan'l theories. SIC 
CAROL C ~ L L I G ~ ,  IN .4 DIFFERENT VOICE 12, 13-74, 131 (1982). 
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I concern, and responsibility might yield a credible alternative means of 

integrating various first-order value preferences. 
Subsuming Habermas's discourse theory under the morals of plu- 

ralism does not destroy the internal link between democracy and 
rights, hut it does appear to restrict significantly the range of instances 
where legal consociates might be genuinely considered as being both 
the authors and addressees of law. Indeed, to the extent that one's 
first-order value preferences have been completely set aside or greatly 
restricted by pluralist proceduralism, one could not reasonably be ex- 
pected to consider oneself as an author of coercive laws to which one 
is subjected. This, however, need not dilute the force of the discursive 
counterfactual, and it may actually enhance its critical power. By 
sharpening the focus on those who are marginalized or excluded, dis- 
course theory can both stress the limits of pluralism and confront it 
with the need to become more inclusive. In sum, as recast through an 
explicit pluralist framework, Habermas's discourse theory and his 
proceduralist paradigm of law emerge as powerful and richly sugges- 
tive conceptual tools in the quest to evaluate contemporary legal 
relationships. 

IV. DISCURSIVE DEMOCRACY AND 

JUDICIAL REVIEW OF CONSTITUTIONAL NORMS 

The combined insights of Habermas's discourse theory of democ- 
racy and of his proceduralist paradigm of law yield new and provoca- 
tive ways of dealing with judicial review and with the 
antimajoritarian problem in constitutional adjudication. Habermas 
himself, based on his assessment of the decisions of the German Con- 
stitutional Court and of certain leading American theories of constitu- 
tional interpretation, advocates a rather limited legitimate role for 
judicial review of constitutional norms (VI, pp. 13-15, 22-23), Never- 
theless, as we shall see, from Habermas's own premises and from the 
counterfactual nature of his discourse theory of democracy, it is possi- 
ble to sketch a much broader justification for judicial activism in con- 
stitutional adjudication. 

Under the proceduralist paradigm of law, as already mentioned, 
the legitimacy of a legal norm is determined in terms of a counterfac- 
tual reconstruction of the legislative process. Judicial application of a 
legal norm to a particular case, however, involves more, according to 
Habermas, than such a counterfactual reconstruction (V, pp. 6-13, 32). 
It also requires some further judicial adaptation of the legal norm in 
question to the facts and circumstances of the actual case under con- 
sideration, and that, in Habermas's view, is not a mechanical or auto- 
matic process (V, pp. 6-13, 32). Instead, from the perspective of the 
judge, application of a legal norm demands further elaboration to pro- 
mote both legal predictability and justice. In other words, according 
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to Habermas, for a judicial decision to be legitimate it must both con- 
tribute to stabilizing expectations and be right (V, pp. 5-7). 

Achieving these two objectives seems an increasingly elusive task 
for a pluralist society. Noting that natural law is not a viable option 
for a society with competing gods and demons (V, pp. 8-9, Habermas 
also finds legal hermeneutics, legal realism, and legal positivism inade- 
quate (V, pp. 8-13). Legal hermeneutics is objectionable because it 
deals with the problem of indeterminacy through reliance for meaning 
on the ethos of the judge, which in a pluralistic society is but one 
ethos among many. In other words, hermeneutics holds that the 
meaning of a text can only be cogently grasped if that text is placed in 
its proper historical, cultural, and normative context. I n  a society such 
as ours, marked by a clash among various competing sets of value 
preferences, a judge must necessarily draw upon her own value prefer- 
ences, to the exclusion of others, in rendering her opinion. Accord- 
ingly, hermeneutical judicial interpretation cannot lead to society-wide 
acceptance or consensus. Legal realism, on the other hand, is fully 
aware of the contingency of any particular ethos in a pluralistic soci- 
ety, and accordingly focuses on external factors, such as a judge's poli- 
tics, psychology, or ideology to account for judicial decisions. For 
Habermas, however, the realist thesis is unacceptable because it wipes 
out the structural difference between law and politics, and hence can- 
not explain how law stabilizes expectations (V, pp. 10-11). Legal posi- 
tivism, for its part, tries to account for law's role in stabilizing 
expectations, but does so by considering it as impermeable to extra- 
legal principles. In  so doing, legal positivism unduly sacrifices law's 
rightness to its certainty (V, pp. 11-12). 

These problems are compounded in constitutional adjudication, 
consistent with Habermas's observation that the role of the constitu- 
tion and of judicial review of constitutional norms has significantly 
changed with the succession of prevailing legal paradigms (VI, p. 3). 
In the liberal-bourgeois paradigm, the constitution is confined to pro- 
viding a framework for the separation of powers and to guaranteeing 
citizens' rights against state interference with the workings of a well- 
delimited private sphere (VI, pp. 10-11). With the advent of the so- 
cial-welfare paradigm, however, the largely formal and clearly circum- 
scribed role of the liberal-bourgeois constitutional judge gives way to a 
much more context-sensitive approach, designed finely to calibrate 
each application of a constitutional norm to the unique circumstances 
of each case. As Habermas sees it, therefore, in the social-welfare par- 
adigm, constitutional adjudication depends on a degree of contextual- 
ization which may call for drawing upon the constitution a .  a whole, 
greatly increasing the power of the judge to the point of blurring the 
boundary between legislative and judicial power (VI, pp. 12-13). 
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Based on his critical assessment of the German Constitutional 
Court's value-based jurisprudence, Habermas draws a sharp distinc- 
tion between deontological and teleological approaches to constitu- 
tional adjudication (VI, pp. 22-24). These approaches are both 
represented in American constitutional theory. Habermas mentions 
Dworkin as a proponent of the deontological approach, and Michael 
Perry as an exponent of the teleological approach (VI, pp. 26-29). 
Moreover, these two approaches differ in the following essential re- 
spect: under the deontological approach, constitutional adjudication 
must establish what is right; under the teleological approach, on the 
other hand, constitutional adjudication is shaped by desirable objec- 
tives based on value preferences parasitic on conceptions of the good. 
Habermas rejects the teleological approach, which he regards as trans- 
forming the judge into yet another lawmaker (VI, p. 28), and embraces 
the deontological approach as the only legitimate one for a pluralistic 
society (VI, pp. 29-31). 

As a consequence of opting for a deontological approach, which 
relies on a clear divide between the right and the good, Habermas 
must confront serious obstacles. Indeed, as he acknowledges, one can- 
not simply do away with the teleological excesses of social-welfare con- 
stitutional adjudication by returning to the relatively simple 
deontological formalism of liberal-bourgeois constitutionalism (VI, pp. 
34-35). Instead, the complexities reflected in the social-welfare para- 
digm and its emphasis on the greater interpenetration among the state, 
the economy, and the social and administrative spheres, deserve to be 
taken into full account. The challenge, therefore, is to reinvigorate the 
normative legitimacy of constitutional adjudication without undermin- 
ing its suitability in a complex and evolving society, with multiple in- 
terlocking centers of power bearing on the daily existence of the 
average citizen. 

Constitutional adjudication under Habermas's proceduralist para- 
digm need not differ in result from its social-welfare counterpart, but 
it must be susceptible to deontological justification to the relevant 
community of communicatively engaged actors. In Habermas's own 
words, legitimate constitutional adjudication is not a matter of "[wlhat 
is the best for us a t  a given point," but rather of "what is equally good 
for all" (VI, p. 32). Moreover, in view of Habermas's discourse theory 
of democracy and his proceduralist paradigm of law, it is not surpris- 
ing that he advocates a process-oriented approach to constitutional 
adjudication. 

Notwithstanding his commitment to proceduralism, Habermas re- 
jects the process-based approaches of ElyS7 and Michelmanss in favor 

57 SCC ELY, Supm note 8, at 13-104. 
58 Sce Michelrnan, Foreword, supra note 8, at 13-11; Michelman, Low's Republic, rum note 

8, at '$24-26. 
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of a theory closer to Dworkin's deontological reconstructive theory 
(VI, pp. I ,  29).59 Habermas is attracted to Ely's thesis that judicial 
review of constitutional norms should reinforce rather than contravene 
the processes of democratic will-formation. Hahermas is also sympa- 
thetic to Ely's insistence that judicial intervention should be largely 
confined to rectifying injustices owing to the malfunctioning or abuse 
of democratic processes. Habermas, however, ultimately rejects Ely's 
views as lacking foundation in any systematic theory of democracy 
(VI, PP. 39-40h60 

Michelman's process-oriented republicanism, with its emphasis on 
deliberative politics among civically engaged citizens, seems to have 
much in common with Habermas's views.61 In particular, 
Michelman's reliance on a deliberative process of self-realization to 
justify broad-based judicial intervention to invalidate legislative norms 
contrary to the republican ethos (VI, pp. 40-41) comports with 
Habermas's discourse theory of democracy. But although Habermas 
sees much merit in Michelman's republican views, he ultimately re- 
jects them inasmuch as he believes that they reduce politics to ethics 
(VI, p. 57). In Habermas's assessment, the republican project is predi- 
cated on the flawed assumption that at the root of deliberative self- 
realization, there is a common core of fundamental values issuing from 
the ethical order framed by a single conception of the good (VI, pp. 
57-58). On the basis of that assumption, deliberative politics illumi- 
nates, clarifies, consciously embraces, and collectively implements an 
already commonly shared ethical vision. Consistent with this, more- 
over, extensive judicial intervention seems fully warranted as long as 
it contributes to the deliberative actualization of the commonly shared 
ethical life. For Habermas, however, the flawed republican assump- 
tion is fatal, as a plurality of competing conceptions of the good de- 
fines the very essence of contemporary societies (VI, p. 57;  V, p. 9). 

What makes Dworkin's reconstructive theory of judicial interpreta- 
tion appealing to Habermas are its deontological character and its ac- 
knowledgement of the importance of history. According to Dworkin's 
theory, judges can reach the right result, even in hard cases, provided 

s9 SCC DWORKIN, LAW'S EMFTRE, IW@ note 8, at 41-13; DWOWN, TAKING RIGHTS SEIII. 
OUSLY, mpm note 8, at i79-go. 

60 According to Ely's theory, judicial intervention is warranted, where as a result of a "we- 
they" perspective, lcgidative majorities have enacted laws designed to disadvantage "discrete" and 
"insular" minorities. See ELY, SuPm note 8, at 152-70. Since it is of the essence of democratic 
lawmaking that legislative majorities will promote laws likely to disadvantage legislative minori- 
ties, a theory of democracy, which Ely doer not provide, is needed to allow for a cogent and 
systematic determination of the circumstances under which imposition of the legislative will of a 
majority properly calls for judicial intervention. See Michel Rarenfcld, Dccoding Richmond: Af- 
finnative Aclion and the Eluriu Meaning of Conrtitulional Equality, 87 MICH. L. REV. 1/29, 
1740-41 (1989). 

61 In fact, Michelman has acknowledged the influence of Habermas on his work. See Frank 
I. Michelman. Family Quaffel, 1 7  CARDOZO L. REV. (forthcoming October rgg~ ) .  
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.:sy apply appropriate deontological principles - such as the right of 
person to equal respect and dignity - with integrity (that is, in 

. -. best possible manner consistent with relevant past judicial inter- 
Lrerations)." Dworkin'a theory speaks to Habermas's concern that 
Ixdee; promote both jut ice  and coherence, but it remains unaccept- 
I. jle for Habermas in one essential respect. As Habermas notes, - 
3ro rk in ' s  theory, symbolized by the superhuman judge, Hercules, re- 
=ainj predominantly monological rather than dialogical (V, pp. 39-40). 

For Habermas, the proper role for a constitutional court is to su- 
-,ervke the requisite implementation of the very system of rights that 
%reserves an internal link between the private and public autonomy of 
>itizens (VI, p. 3;). Accordingly, like Ely, Habermas regards constitu- 
5onal adjudication as a necessary adjunct to the democratic law- 
==king process. Unlike Ely, however, Habermas has a systematic 
5eo ry  of democracy that brings into focus the legitimate parameters of 
:.institutional review. Discourse theory, moreover, furnishes 
Xabermas's conception of constitutional review with its strong deonto- 
:ogical component. Embedded in the very process of communicative 
zction is a commitment to mutual respect reminiscent of Dworkin's 
q u a 1  respect principle. But in contrast to Dworkin, discourse theory 
redeems i s  deontological principles dialogically. Finally, Habermas's 
conception of constitutional review is dialogical like Michelman's, but, 
~mlike Michelman, Habermas envisions a dialogue among civic- 
ninded citizens who do not share the same conception of the good. 

In short, Hahermas's conception of constitutional review seeks to 
provide a legally grounded bridge between reason and history. On the 
one hand, based on the assumption that communicative actors draw 
upon reason to reach agreement, constitutional review should promote 
those rights which would secure both private and public autonomy in 
a pl~iralistic society. On the other hand, constitutional review should 
reek to establish a coherent set of constitutional rights adapted to the 
particular historical legacy of the polity. 

In terms of its particulars, Habermas has a rather restrictive view 
of the proper scope of constitutional adjudication. Concerned with 
maintaining a clear divide between the legislative and judicial func- 
tions, Habermas limits legitimate constitutional adjudication to the ap- 
plication of constitutional norms that the judge must presuppose to be 
valid PI, pp. 32-33]. This view, however, is much too narrow when 
considering Habermas's insistence on the counterfactual nature of his 
deliberative democracy. It is true that in an ideal deliberative democ- 
racy, constitutional norms would be established by a discursively ori- 
ented legislative process, and judges would merely apply those norms 

51 Dworkin has analowed the interprrralivc m k  of the judge to that of an author of a chain 
m v e l  who must build the best possible narrative consistent with the part contributions of his or 
ier predecesrorr. Sac D W O R ~ N ,  LAW'S EMPIRE, s u p 0  nok 8, at 218-32.  
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to individual cases. But the greater the deviation between an actud 
democracy and its Habermasian counterfactual counterpart, the more 
room there would seem to be for legitimate judicial elaboration as well 
as application of constitutional norms. Indeed, so long as the actual 
work of the constitutional judge can be justified in terms of 
Habermas's counterfactual vision of constitutional adjudication, there 
remains a sufficient theoretical foundation for the distinction between 
judge and legislator. 

Placed in its broader counterfactual context, a Habermasian theory 
of constitutional democracy and adjudication may contribute rich and 
novel insights to constitutional jurisprudence. Thus, for example, 
Habermas's theoretical approach may be elaborated to provide a more 
systematic theoretical foundation to the distinction between constitu- 
tional politics and ordinary politics drawn by Bruce Ackennan.63 
Moreover, a Habermasian theory of constitutional adjudication need 
not be undermined by a rejection of Habermas's embrace of a Kant- 
ian conception of morals. Indeed, within a pluralist framework, while 
constitutional norms could not preside above all conceptions of the 
good, they could inhabit the space of second-order value preferences 
and mediate among the plurality of ethical visions underlying first- 
order value preferences. Drawing upon the relevant historical tradi- 
tion, discursively redeemed constitutional norms could accordingly 
hold a pluralist society together, provided they fostered a fair balance 
between the unifying thrust of second-order value preferences and the 
room for diversity demanded by the multiplicity of competing first- 
order value preferences. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Between Facts and Norms is a seminal book that challenges us to 
rethink our most commonly held beliefs about law, justice, and democ- 
racy. Habermas's book is most remarkable in that it both brings the 
procedural approach to justice, stretching back to Hobbes, to its logi- 
cal culmination and presents a sociology of law and democracy that 
calls for a reexamination of the legal and political underpinnings of 
the modern constitutional state. Through his counterfactual recon- 
structive discourse theory, Habermas sets up a privileged vantage 
point from which one may launch a coherent and penetrating critique 
of existing institutions or discover their best and most comprehensive 
justifications. Moreover, Habermas's account and assessment of con- 
temporary pluralist societies is largely on target, as is his conclusion 
that neither the liberal nor the republican or communitarian position 
can do such societies justice. Indeed, the liberal approach is wanting 
inasmuch as it downplays inter-subjective dealings and the need for 

63 See ACKE-N, Iupm note 8, at 194-95. 266-69. 
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collective solidarity in favor of a vision that concentrates on the clash 
between the individual and society. The republican or communitarian 
approach, on the other hand, stresses the importance of a common 
ethos and accounts for inter-subjective dealings through dialogical ex- 
change, but underplays the existence of a plurality of competing value 
preferences and thus fails to address the need to mediate between con- 
flicting conceptions of the good. Finally, Habermas also forcefully 
captures the complexities that surround the relationship among law, 
morals, and politics, and convincingly demonstrates that law is neither 
impermeable nor reducible to morals or politics. The two strongest 
criticisms against Habermas's theory in Between Facts and N o m s  
concern Habermas's embrace of the Kantian notion that morals can be 
impartial as between competing conceptions of the good, and his ten- 
dency to tilt more than seems warranted toward reflective equilibrium 
rather than toward critical theory. These criticisms, however, hardly 
detract from the success or the powerful impact of Habermas's ap- 
proach to law, particularly since Habermas himself has provided us 
with the requisite tools to deal successfully with these criticisms. 


